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Participants, actors and anchormen of the new country-wide television channel ‘Dikh’ TV, the first
Hungarian Gypsy TV network, pose in the backstage of their studio of the 19th district in Budapest,
Hungary. — AFP photos

Actors and anchormen of the new country-wide television channel ‘Dikh’ TV, the first Hungarian
Gypsy TV network, prepare for a TV record in their studio.

In this file photo Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School student
Emma Gonzalez (center) listens with other students during the
March for Our Lives Rally in Washington, DC.

In this file photo taken on June 15, 2018 Anti-gun violence advo-
cate and Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School shooting sur-
vivor Emma Gonzalez (right) is comforted at the ‘End of School
Year Peace March and Rally’ in Chicago.

The message from a dingy Budapest stu-
dio is slick. Grinning staff of Hungarian
cable channel Dikh TV shout at the

camera: “About the Roma but not just for the
Roma!” The promotional slot captures the
mission of Hungary’s first dedicated Roma
TV station: to bring the culture of their mar-
ginalized community to a wider audience. At
around seven percent of a near 10-million-
population, the Roma form the EU member’s
largest minority group. But more than 80
percent live in poverty, according to EU data,
and experts say many suffer from deep-root-
ed discrimination and accelerating school
segregation.

Launched on YouTube in 2015, Budapest-
based Dikh TV-whose name means “Look” in
the Romani language-is scaling up and could
present a rare Roma success story. Since
September its blend of light entertainment and
youth content-including a Romani-language
educational program-is available to millions of
households on Hungary’s cable networks.

And with a wealthy media investor now
ploughing in funds and expertise, the channel
will move to a modern studio in April. New

programs, both commissioned and home-
made, including a live breakfast show, are also
planned. “We started as amateurs but are
becoming professional,” anchorwoman
Fruzsina Balogh, 26, told AFP in a back office
that doubles as a make-up room.

Ignored by mainstream 
Her relative, Dikh TV’s founder Elek

Balogh, 48, grew up as one of nine children in
a “Gypsy-settlement”, a street of earth-and-
straw brick houses in the town of Nagyecsed
near the Romanian border. His interest in
media began when his father, who worked in
Budapest as a laborer, gifted him a camera.
After moving to the capital himself, Balogh
told AFP he “got bored” of mainstream media
“failing” his community.

Public media only broadcasts a short
weekly Roma cultural magazine in a little-
watched early morning slot. “Most media is
not interested in the reality of our lives. We’re
usually shown in a bad light,” Balogh said
during a production break. “A crime commit-
ted by a Gypsy gets wide publicity; the same
crimes by non-Roma don’t,” he explained.

Self-taught in media skills and borrowing
friends’ equipment, Balogh began broadcast-
ing Dikh TV online, first with a music request
show, then-after encouraging feedback from
viewers-a talk show.

A breakthrough came after he made a
music clip with a teen talent that attracted
millions of views. Next, Balogh wrote and
directed a gritty soap opera featuring a Roma

family struggling with debt, a situation
endured by many Hungarians. “It had relat-
able characters, so we got letters from non-
Roma fans too,” he said. Bernard Rorke of the
Budapest-based European Roma Rights
Centre says Dikh’s “importance lies in pre-
senting a nuanced view of Roma broadcast
by Roma”. Its success though depends “on
the outcome of a broader struggle for media
pluralism and for minority voices to be heard
and heeded in Hungary,” he told AFP.

Friction 
Friction between Roma and non-Roma has

been roiled again recently by Hungary’s pop-
ulist premier Viktor Orban. Orban said
Hungarians were angry about a court ruling
awarding Roma financial compensation over
a school segregation case, describing the
decision as “deeply unfair”. Right groups and
Roma community representatives slammed
Orban’s comments. “We are the scapegoats
even if a court defends us,” Balogh said while
adding that Dikh TV deliberately steers clear
of politics. The channel has still attracted
negative attention, with some billboards for

its cable launch daubed with racist graffiti
and Balogh getting “abusive telephone calls”
every week.

Last year an ultra-nationalist politician
accused the channel of “anti-Hungarian
racism” and said its “foreign funding” could
pose a national security threat. Romanian
investor Radu Morar, a successful TV and
radio magnate, shrugs off such accusations,
and says Dikh is plugging a gap in the mar-
ket. “I’ve found Hungarians’ reaction fantastic
generally. They love the cooking program,
discovering Roma recipes,” Morar told AFP.
Dikh’s business prospects “look positive so
far,” said Daniel Szalay, editor of the
media1.hu news site. “It has serious financial
backing, a major advertising sales contract
recently signed and can make programs at
low cost,” he told AFP. With Dikh now
employing some 20 staff, mainly Roma,
Balogh says he appreciates no longer being a
“one-man crew”. “Back in Nagyecsed all the
Gypsies watch it and are proud of its success.
That’s a wonderful feeling,” he said. — AFP

An anchorman (center) of the new country-wide television chan-
nel ‘Dikh’ TV, the first Hungarian Gypsy TV network, is pictured
during a recording session in their studio in Budapest, Hungary.

In this file photo Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School student Emma Gonzalez pauses as she speaks during the March for Our Lives
Rally in Washington, DC. — AFP photos

Elek Balogh, President of the Gypsy Government of
the 19th district of Budapest and mastermind of the
new country-wide television channel ‘Dikh’ TV, the
first Hungarian Gypsy TV network, gives an inter-
view for AFP in their studio in Budapest.

Two years after a shooting rampage at
a school in Parkland, Florida, “the
rage, the frustration, the trauma” of

the survivors is the focus of a new docu-
mentary called “Us Kids” that aims to put
gun violence at the heart of this year’s US
presidential race. The film looks at the ways
in which the massacre of 17 people by a
former student at the Marjory Stoneman
Douglas high school affected the lives of
those who survived the attack, and follows
their first steps towards becoming high-
profile anti-gun violence activists. Of all the
survivors, Emma Gonzalez has become the
face of frustration among young people at
the lack of political response to endemic
gun violence in the United States, which
last year suffered a record 417 shootings,
according to the Gun Violence Archive
(GVA).  

The teenager, with her distinctive close-
cropped hair, caught national attention
when she made an impassioned speech at a

rally, laying into President Donald Trump
and his campaign contributions from the
National Rifle Association (NRA). She
called out the constant excuses and prevar-
ications of the political class in tackling gun
violence with the memorable put-down,
“We call BS!”

“Us Kids” was directed by Kim A.
Snyder, who in 2016 made a film about
another notorious gun massacre at
Newtown, Connecticut, when a 20-year-
old with a semi-automatic rifle killed 20
children aged between six and seven years
old at Sandy Hook Elementary School.  By
chance, Snyder was in Florida on February
14, 2018, when the Parkland massacre took
place. “I was there in Florida when all of
these kids came demanding change at the
State Capitol, and I realized that I needed
to do this,” she told AFP.

Activism 
“Us Kids” is told from the perspective of

the survivors, whose fury, pain and frustra-
tion can be seen “transforming... into sheer
action and determination and hope,”
Snyder said. The Parkland survivors are not
“unlike a lot of amazing young people that
have been the catalyst for movements. You
know, great movements have always been
led by young people,” the director told
AFP. “There was a nation of traumatized
youth that was ready to be activated, and
when Emma (Gonzalez) got up and gave
that seminal ‘We call BS’ speech, it was like
a match and the gasoline was there. And so
it was a nation of kids that were just ready
to be mobilized,” she said. 

‘Public health crisis’ 
She admits it took time for her to win the

trust of the teenage survivors and convince
them to allow her to film their steps towards
becoming activists. “They were traumatized.
The media, as well-meaning as it was, can
also sometimes be an added trauma,” she

said. “So I waited a long time. I followed
them across the country all summer, more
like a rock band.”   “You have to really
become part of who they are and trusted. I
took two years to build that trust.” Snyder
hopes that the message of “Us Kids” will be
absorbed into this year’s election campaign
and enter into the presidential debates, call-
ing the number of deaths and injuries from
shootings a “public health crisis.”

The issue is set to be a divisive battle-
ground among voters as Donald Trump
stands as a strident gun rights champion,
taking on the Democratic Party, which
backs tighter gun control. Snyder also
hopes that the impassioned activism of the
younger generation will resonate among
older viewers.  “It’s a coming-of-age story,
and it viscerally reminds us of who we all
were, and that we didn’t take no for an
answer and that apathy cannot stand,” she
said.  — AFP

“The Hunt,” a film in which elites hunt “ordi-
nary Americans” for sport that was pulled
last year after sparking outrage, will finally

be released next month, Universal Pictures said
Tuesday. The movie had been scheduled for release
last September, but drew the ire of Republicans
including President Donald Trump, who appeared to
slam it as “racist.” The plot of “The Hunt,” pulled after
a series of mass shootings across the country, sees
people who have been kidnapped from traditionally
Republican bastions such as Wyoming, Mississippi
and Orlando, Florida waking up in a field surrounded
by “elite” hunters, who proceed to gun them down.

Wealthy characters in the film refer to their prey
as “deplorables,” according to the Hollywood
Reporter-a term Hillary Clinton used to describe
Trump supporters during her presidential run against
Trump in 2016. “The most talked about movie of the
year is the one nobody has seen... yet,” Universal said
in a statement announcing its new March 13 release
date. Apparently embracing the controversy, a poster
for the movie has a quote attributed to Fox News
reading: “Shows Hollywood for what it really is...
demented and evil.”

“Exploitative rather than opinionated,” reads
another, alongside the film’s previous release date,
which has been crossed out. Last August, Universal
explained its decision to postpone the “satirical social
thriller” because “now is not the right time to release
the film.” The decision came just days after fatal mass
shootings in Dayton, Ohio and El Paso, Texas, as well
as a gun rampage at a California festival. Adverts for
the film had already been pulled following the shoot-
ings-but the movie drew Trump’s wrath nonetheless.
“The movie coming out is made in order to inflame
and cause chaos,” tweeted Trump at the time, without
referring to “The Hunt” by name. 

Hollywood creates “their own violence, and then
try to blame others. They are the true Racists, and are
very bad for our Country!” he added. Producer Jason
Blum told The Hollywood Reporter in an interview
published Tuesday, “None of us were interested in
taking sides with this movie.” “The audience is smart
enough to know that what they’re seeing is a satire
and it’s preposterous,” he added.—AFP

For new Warner Bros release “Birds of Prey,” the
weekend brought good and bad news: It took in $33
million to lead the North American box office, but

fared poorly for a superhero movie. The three-day gross,
reported by industry watcher Exhibitor Relations, marked
one of the lowest domestic launches in years for a studio
superhero film, according to Hollywood Reporter.  The
film, starring Margot Robbie as former Joker girlfriend
Harley Quinn, has drawn generally strong reviews. 

The R-rated movie from young Chinese-American

director Cathy Yan reportedly cost just under $100 million
to produce-the lowest budget of any installment in the DC
Extended Universe. Sony’s action comedy “Bad Boys for
Life,” with Will Smith and Martin Lawrence as wise-
cracking detectives, slipped just one notch after topping
the box office for three straight weeks, taking in $12 mil-
lion. Both movies may have suffered from Academy Award
weekend, when viewers showed renewed interest in
“1917,” the pre-show favorite for the best-film Oscar
which eventually went to “Parasite” on Sunday.

“1917,” the wrenching and technically impressive war
film from director Sam Mendes, earned $9.2 million for the
weekend, down only slightly from the week before. In
fourth was another Universal picture, “Dolittle,” based on
the children’s book about a veterinarian who can talk to
animals. With a cast headed by Robert Downey Jr. and
Emma Thompson, the poorly reviewed film took in $6.5
million. And in fifth, one spot up from the previous week,
was Sony’s “Jumanji: The Next Level,” at $5.6 million. It
has Dwayne (“The Rock”) Johnson and Kevin Hart being

plunged back into a dangerous video game world.
Rounding out the top 10 were:
“The Gentlemen” ($4.2 million)
“Gretel and Hansel” ($3.6 million)
“Little Women” ($2.4 million)
“Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker” ($2.3 million)
“Knives Out” ($2.3 million)—AFP


